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Basic Plan of the

Baxter County Emergency Management Plan
Introduction
Overview
This Basic Plan section of the Baxter County Emergency Management Plan (also referred to

as the BCEMP) is an overview of how Baxter County conducts all-hazards incident response.
It defines the responsibilities of local governments and the resources brought to response by
volunteer agencies and the private sector.

The BCEMP is intended to be flexible so that following the plan doesn’t encumber the
response, scalable so that response is appropriate to the magnitude of the event, and
adaptable to address the changes that occur during an event.

This Basic Plan Section briefs on the coordination of roles and responsibilities across the
county. It captures specific authorities and capabilities for managing incidents that range
from the serious but purely local, to large-scale terrorist attacks or catastrophic natural
disasters.

The BCEMP is always in effect and can be implemented as needed to improve response. This
plan supersedes any previous Baxter County Emergency Operations Plan. Anyone reading
any part of the BCEMP should be familiar with this Basic Plan section.
Distribution
The BCEMP is published to the Baxter County website. The plan is written and maintained
by Baxter County Office of Emergency Management for government decision makers,

private sector business and nongovernmental stakeholders and emergency management

practitioners. Readers are encouraged to recommend improvement or appropriate changes to
this plan. Suggestions can be made through the Baxter County website at
www.baxtercounty.org.
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Purpose
This plan is written to outline the county services provided under the fifteen Emergency

Support Functions (ESFs). This includes the identification, mobilization, and coordination of
available county owned, private industry and volunteer equipment, manpower, and technical
expertise. The plan outlines the roles and responsibilities taken by these entities to provide
essential emergency services in the event of an emergency or disaster.

More specifically, the purpose of the Baxter County Emergency Management Plan is to:
•

Develop an all-hazards planning approach that will address all threats, emergencies or

•

Create the general planning structure for prevention, protection, response, recovery, and

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

disasters that may impact Baxter County, Arkansas.
mitigation activities at the state level.

Reduce vulnerability to loss of life and damage to property resulting from natural,
technological, and man-made disasters.

Describe the county’s role in supporting local city governments during an emergency or
disaster.

Describe the county and state relationship during response and recovery operations.

Describe the various types of disasters which are likely to occur - from local events to
catastrophic disasters.

Describe the actions that the County Emergency Support Functions will initiate in
coordination with county and state counterparts.

Describe the mechanisms to deliver immediate assistance, including direction and control
of intrastate, interstate and federal response and recovery assistance.

Describe the county’s incorporation of the tenets of the National Incident Management
System (NIMS).

Incorporate the core capabilities developed under Presidential Policy Directive 8:
National Preparedness (PPD-8) and defined in the National Preparedness Goal.
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Scope
The BCEMP establishes guidelines to aid in the use of resources, processing of requests, and
coordinating the management of each ESF’s resources. The guidance comes from assisting

agencies and private industry. It considers determinations of the priority of infrastructure and
other repair, damage assessments, and appropriate emergency management coordination
among state agencies, local jurisdictions, and neighboring counties.

The BCEMP provides structures, based upon NIMS, for implementing county-level policy
and operational coordination for domestic incident response. It can be partially or fully

implemented in the context of a threat, in anticipation of a significant event or in response to
an incident. Selective implementation allows for a scaled response, delivery of the exact
resources needed, and a level of coordination appropriate to each event.

In this document, an ‘incident’ or ‘event’ includes the threat, expectation, or occurrence of

emergency or disaster regardless of its cause. Since the causes of events range from accidents
and natural disasters to terrorist attacks, the BCEMP addresses operations from an allhazards perspective.

The BCEMP is intended to accelerate and make more disciplined the County’s capacity to
rapidly assess and respond to incidents that require assistance. In practice, many incidents

require immediate activation of interagency coordination protocols to prevent the incident
from becoming worse or to surge more aggressively to contain it. A county department or

agency acting on independent authority may be the initial and the primary local responder,
but incidents that require more systematic county response efforts are now actively

coordinated through the appropriate mechanisms described in this document and in its
supporting annexes.
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Incident Management
Baxter County has adopted the National Incident Management System (NIMS) as the
template for managing incidents.

Local jurisdictions overwhelmed by event(s) are obligated to coordinate with State, Federal
and private sector support teams. Each layer of government must use its capabilities

effectively in support of the other layers. They must complement each other for their separate
actions to result in achievement of a common goal. The NIMS Incident Command System
(ICS) offers a proven structure to create an effective team from very diverse members.
It is important that the BCEMP accurately reflects the capabilities of each level of

government and that each entity performs according to the general roles outlined in the

BCEMP. Toward this end, each ESF is encouraged to present its capabilities as realistically
as possible in its annex.

Each organization or level of government has an obligation to continuously improve its own
core emergency management responsibilities.

Baxter County, Arkansas makes every effort to include public sector agencies, private sector
businesses and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) in all aspects of planning.

Local jurisdictions, states, the Federal Government and our private sector partners must each
understand their respective roles and responsibilities. Below is a brief summary of
emergency management roles.
Individuals and Families

Resilient communities begin with prepared individuals and families and the leadership and

engagement of local government and the private sector. Individuals, families and caregivers
to those with special needs should enhance their awareness of risk and threats, develop
family emergency plans that include care for pets and companion animals and prepare
emergency supply kits. Individuals can also volunteer in their communities.
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Local Jurisdictions

Local police, fire, public health and medical providers, emergency management, public

works, environmental response professionals and others in the local jurisdiction are often the
first to detect or respond to a threat, hazard, or emergency. They also are often the last to
leave an incident site or otherwise to cope with the persistent effects of an incident.

Local governments are closest to those impacted by natural disasters, and have always had
the lead in response and recovery. The local County Judge is responsible for ensuring the
public safety and welfare. Senior officials and their emergency managers build the

foundation for an effective response. They organize and integrate their capabilities and

resources with neighboring jurisdictions, the State and the private sector. Private sector
businesses are vital partners within local jurisdictions.
State

The state is a sovereign entity and the Governor has the primary responsibility for the safety
and welfare of its residents. The Governor also has the authority to determine the manner in
which state response will be funded.

The state has significant resources and a robust ability to respond to emergency or disaster.
The role of state government in most events is to supplement local response capability

before, during, and after incidents. During incident response, the state plays a key role by

coordinating the resources and capabilities of entities outside the affected local jurisdiction.
This potentially gives the affected area access to the resources of every state agency.
Arkansas has access to the resources of other states in FEMA R6 (Texas, Arkansas,

Louisiana, Oklahoma, and New Mexico) through the Interstate Emergency Response Support
Plan (IERSP). Arkansas can request assistance from every state and possession of the U.S.

through its membership in the Emergency Management Assistance Compact (EMAC). The
Governor has the option to request assistance from the federal government if its assets are
needed.

The Federal Government

The Federal Government maintains a wide array of capabilities and resources that can be

made available upon request of the Governor. When an incident occurs that exceeds state or
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local resources, the Federal Government provides resources and capabilities to support the
State response.

The Private Sector

The private sector includes for-profit businesses, trade associations and nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs), not-for-profit enterprises, faith-based organizations and other

voluntary organizations. The private sector also includes individual citizens and families who
can significantly impact the outcome of any event by being prepared for emergencies.
Private sector businesses play an essential role in protecting critical infrastructure and

restoring normal operations after a disruption. This mitigates the impact of a disaster or
emergency and accelerates the pace of recovery for local jurisdictions and the nation.

The private sector contributes to response efforts by partnering with government to assess

threats, evaluate risks and mitigate identified hazards. The private sector plays a vital role in
effective response by performing essential service missions within local jurisdictions.

Private sector entities are encouraged to develop plans to ensure the continuity of their

operations as well as plans to participate in disaster response. They are urged to involve state
and local planners so that government and private sector response actions come together
effectively.

Incident Response
The Baxter County Emergency Management Plan is Emergency Support Function (ESF)-

based. The county has developed capabilities and identified resources that may be required
based on hazard identification and risk assessment. The remainder of this Introduction

explains the BCEMP’s organization, scope, response principles, and preparedness strategy.
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Organization of the Baxter County Emergency Management Plan
The plan has been approved by the County Judge of Baxter County, Arkansas who is the

Promulgation Authority. That approval is conveyed by the Judge’s Letter which is included
in the BCEMP.

The BCEMP includes this Basic Plan, which describes the principles that guide the county’s
response, roles and responsibilities. It also includes supplemental documents that provide
more detailed information to assist practitioners in implementing the BCEMP.

ESF Annexes group county resources and capabilities into fifteen functional areas that are
most frequently needed in a county response (e.g. Transportation, Firefighting, and Mass
Care).

Each functional area, or ESF, is coordinated by a department or agency. The ESF Annexes

discuss the knowledge, skills, and abilities of the various county departments and agencies.
ESF Annexes describe county resource management functions before, during and after an
incident.

Support Annexes describe less direct, but still essential, functions that augment county

response and are common to most incidents (e.g., Financial Management, Volunteer and

Donations Management, Private Sector Coordination). These annexes provide additional
detail for the BCEMP.

Incident Annexes address the unique aspects of response to particular incidents or types of

incidents. For example: In most incidents, Baxter county takes the lead in dissemination of
public information. In a nuclear/radiological incident, the Arkansas Department of Health

(ADH) leads that function because the health implications from such an event are unique to
that type of incident and ADH has the necessary subject matter expertise to address those
issues.

Organization by ESF provides the structure for coordinating the resources of many county
agencies as they respond to an incident. Capabilities typically required in response are
11

grouped into ‘functions’ and overseen by a coordinating entity with a seat in the EOC. This
streamlines support to local jurisdictions by increasing situational awareness within each
function and between the functions represented in the EOC for any given event.

The Baxter County Emergency Management Plan will continue to be updated by Baxter
County Office of Emergency Management as needed and will be reviewed annually.

Response Principles
The primary objective of response activities centers upon saving lives and protecting

property. Incidents must be managed at the most local jurisdictional level possible and must

be supported by additional jurisdictions as needed. It is not necessary that each level become
overwhelmed, or fail, prior to surging resources from another level. Response at every level
must ‘lean forward’ to have resources in place ahead of the disaster.

Most incidents begin and end locally and are wholly managed at the local level. Many

incidents require additional resources or support from across the jurisdiction, and some

require additional support from neighboring jurisdictions or the state. A few require Federal
support.

State response protocols recognize this and are structured to provide assistance on the

appropriate scale. During large-scale events, all levels will take proactive measures to
respond; anticipating resources that may be required.

In incidents involving multiple jurisdictions, a single jurisdiction with multiagency

involvement, or multiple jurisdictions with multiagency involvement, Arkansas implements
unified command. Unified command allows agencies with different legal, geographic, and
functional authorities and responsibilities to work together effectively. Each participating

agency maintains its own authority, responsibility and accountability. The BCEMP employs
the NIMS structures and tools including unified command.

The unified command concept is distinct from the military chain of command. Military

forces do not operate under the authority of the Incident Commander or under the unified
command structure.
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Roles and Responsibilities
This section provides an overview of the core stakeholders responsible for emergency
management at the local and state levels.
Local Jurisdictions

The responsibility for responding to emergencies and disasters, both natural and manmade,

begins at the local level with citizens and public officials in the county, city or town affected
by the event. Local government has the responsibility for providing mass care and for

coordinating the various agencies and organizations that normally provide assistance to

victims and emergency response personnel. Local leaders and emergency managers prepare
to manage incidents locally.

Chief Elected or Appointed Official. The County Judge is the chief elected official for

Baxter County, Arkansas’ designated emergency management jurisdiction. Although his role
is to provide direction and guidance to constituents during an incident, the day-to-day

activities do not necessarily focus on emergency management and incident response. The

chief elected official can declare that a state of emergency exists within the jurisdiction so

that state disaster relief can be utilized. The chief elected official is also the person who will
make a decision to evacuate an affected area should the situation require it.

Chief elected or appointed officials must have a clear understanding of their roles and

responsibilities for successful emergency management and incident response. Any incident
can have a mix of political, economic, social, environmental, public health and financial
implications with potentially serious long-term effects.

To better serve their constituents, elected and appointed officials should do the following:
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•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Understand, commit to, and receive training on NIMS and participate in exercises.

Maintain an understanding of basic emergency management, continuity of operations and
continuity of government plans, jurisdictional response capabilities, and initiation of
disaster declarations.

Lead and encourage preparedness efforts within the community, agencies of the
jurisdiction, NGOs, and the private sector, as appropriate.

Help to establish relationships (including mutual aid agreements and assistance

agreements) with other jurisdictions and, as appropriate, NGOs and the private sector.

Support and encourage participation in mitigation efforts within the jurisdiction and, as
appropriate, with NGOs and the private sector.

Provide guidance to their jurisdictions, departments, and/or agencies, with clearly stated
policies for NIMS implementation.

Understand laws and regulations in their jurisdictions that pertain to emergency
management and incident response.

Maintain awareness of CIKR within their jurisdictions, potential incident impacts, and
restoration priorities.

The chief elected official is the head of the local government which regulates building codes
and land use matters.

Activation of the local EOC, coordination of multiple operations, requests for outside

assistance and initiation of local emergency broadcasts all occur under the direction of the
chief elected or appointed official. Local jurisdiction leaders also work closely with their

Congressional representatives during emergencies and on an ongoing basis regarding local
preparedness, capabilities and needs.

Emergency Manager. The local emergency manager has the day-to-day responsibility of

overseeing emergency management programs and activities. He or she works with elected

and appointed officials to ensure that the local jurisdiction’s emergency response plans and

activities accurately reflect the plans and capabilities of the stakeholders. This role typically
encompasses all aspects of a jurisdiction’s mitigation, prevention, preparedness, response,
and recovery capabilities.
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The Local Emergency Management Coordinator (LEMC) typically oversees all components
of the emergency management program for the local jurisdiction. The duties of the LEMC
commonly include the following:
•

Coordinate the planning process and work cooperatively with local agencies and private

•

Oversee assessments of damage resulting from an incident.

•
•
•
•
•

sector enterprises.

Maintain awareness of the availability and readiness of local capabilities. Emergency

managers will recognize the jurisdiction’s shortfalls and direct efforts to eliminate them.
Advise and inform local officials about emergency management activities, to include
providing situational awareness during an incident.

Develop and execute public awareness and education programs.

Involve private sector businesses, NGOs, and relief organizations in planning, training
and exercises.

Serve as the jurisdiction’s media liaison and/or public affairs spokesperson.

Department and Agency Heads. Department and agency heads collaborate with the

emergency manager to develop the local emergency operations plan and to acquire key

emergency management resources. Participation in the planning process ensures that specific
capabilities (i.e., firefighting, law enforcement, emergency medical services and public
works) are integrated into a useable plan to serve the local jurisdiction.

These department and agency heads develop internal policies and procedures that support the

jurisdiction’s response and recovery plans and needs. They participate in interagency training
and exercising to evaluate and improve their capabilities.
Private Sector Businesses and NGOs
Each private sector entity that participates in emergency response is encouraged to appoint an
Emergency Management Liaison Officer (EMLO) who will coordinate its emergency
response activities with the EOC and with its local jurisdiction.
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Businesses. Businesses are encouraged to engage in continuity planning and to share those
plans with local government.

Businesses - private sector for-profit enterprises - are critical to both response and recovery.
Businesses have goods on site that can be used to sustain response activities. In recovery,

functioning businesses bring tax dollars and economic stability to communities that might
otherwise fail to rebound from a disaster.

Much of the nation’s critical infrastructure – the systems that allow large numbers of people
to live in close proximity to each other – is owned by businesses. Failure of these systems,

regardless of the cause, is a disaster. Damage to infrastructure often impacts well beyond the
immediate disaster area. Businesses control, and sometimes are, key resources. Key

resources are essential to minimal operation of the economy and the government. A spring in
an otherwise waterless area is a key resource. Military installations and tourist attractions are
key resources for the households, businesses, and governments who depend on them for
income.

Nongovernmental Organizations (NGOs) and Volunteer Agencies (VolAgs). NGOs are

urged to prepare for the roles they intend to play in emergency and disaster and to include the
appropriate level of government in the process.

NGOs are not for-profit and not government. The group is predominantly made up of

volunteer agencies. VolAgs ordinarily prepare to respond to disaster rather than to survive
the direct impact of an event. VolAgs focus their efforts on individuals and families. The

VolAgs support response efforts at all levels, particularly the functions of ESF #6 – Mass
Care, Emergency Assistance, Housing, and Human Services. They provide sheltering,

emergency food supplies, counseling services and other vital support services to disaster
survivors. Some provide specialized services to individuals with disabilities and some

provide mental health services to help survivors overcome the trauma associated with a lifechanging or life-threatening event.

NGOs are independent and committed to specific interests and values. These interests and
values are reflected in the resources they provide. NGOs augment efforts at all levels of
response.
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The county coordinates its response with that of the American Red Cross and Arkansas

Voluntary Organizations Active in Disasters (ARVOAD). ARVOAD is a group of charitable
organizations - both faith based and secular – who provide relief to citizens affected by
disaster. American Red Cross and ARVOAD maintains situational awareness of its

members’ disaster response activities through regular and frequent conference calls to which
they invite representatives of emergency management. American Red Cross and ARVOAD
also has a seat in the EOC. The members of American Red Cross, ARVOAD and other
NGOs make invaluable contributions to disaster response.
State

Disaster assistance provided by the state is a supplement to, and not a substitute for, relief
that can be provided by local governments.

Governor. The Governor is responsible for meeting and mitigating, to the maximum extent

possible, dangers to the people and property of the state presented or threatened by disasters.
The Governor may issue executive orders, proclamations, and regulations – which have the
force of law - and amend or rescind them.

Current legislation in force names five distinct funds within the Office of the Governor.

The statute also stipulates the size and use of each one; including specifically that one fund –
the Governor’s Disaster Fund - may be increased from time to time at the discretion of the
Governor.
The Governor is Commander-in-Chief of all forces available for emergency duty. To the

greatest extent practicable, the Governor delegates operational control by executive order or

regulation prior to disaster emergency, but can also do so during the event. Additionally, the
Governor may exercise the following powers.
•

Suspend the provisions of any regulatory statutes prescribing the procedures for conduct
of state business, or the orders, rules, or regulations of any state agency, if strict

compliance with the provisions of any statute, order, rule, or regulation would in any way
•

prevent, hinder, or delay necessary action in coping with the emergency;

Utilize all available resources of the state government and of each political subdivision of
the state as reasonably necessary to cope with the disaster emergency;
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•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Transfer the direction, personnel, or functions of state departments and agencies or units

of state departments and agencies for the purpose of performing or facilitating emergency
management;

Subject to any applicable requirements for compensation under § 12-75-124,

commandeer or utilize any private property if he or she finds this necessary to cope with
the disaster emergency;

Direct and compel the evacuation of all or part of the population from any stricken or
threatened area within the state if the Governor deems this action necessary for the
preservation of life or other disaster mitigation, response, or recovery;

Prescribe routes, modes of transportation, and destinations in connection with evacuation;
Control ingress and egress to and from a disaster area, the movement of persons within
the area, and the occupancy of premises therein;

Suspend or limit the sale, dispensing, or transportation of alcoholic beverages, firearms,
explosives, and combustibles; and

Make provision for the availability and use of temporary emergency housing.

Arkansas Department of Emergency Management (ADEM). ADEM is responsible for

coordinating the state and federal response to emergency or disaster when local governments
reach or anticipate exhaustion of their capabilities. ADEM will:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Lead the state’s disaster/emergency response planning and coordination.

Advise the Governor, government officials and local governments as to the nature,

magnitude and possible effects of the disasters and emergencies likely to affect Arkansas.
Dispatch an Area Coordinator to each incident to evaluate the situation, coordinate state
activities with local governments and advise the SEOC first hand of the situation.

Provide advice and assistance on emergency operations plans, public information,

training programs, funding, exercises and proper administration of local programs to state
agencies, local governments, and private sector.

Coordinate the response functions of state government.
Function as liaison with federal and private agencies.

Maintain all capabilities necessary to operate the SEOC.

Coordinate planning and response operations with adjoining states.
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•

Maintain the ARCEMP as required by law and to the standards set by the Emergency

•

Train and exercise SEOC staff on software and operating procedures as needed.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Management Accreditation Program (EMAP).

Staff the ARCC in North Little Rock twenty-four hours a day.

Maintain the primary National Alert Warning System (NAWAS) warning point at the
ARCC and receive warning information.

Coordinate efforts to keep the population informed of developing situations, recommend
appropriate protective actions, control rumors and speculation, and to release general
information for the safety and welfare of the state.

Direct damage assessment and recovery programs. ADEM will compile preliminary
damage estimates and complete a damage assessment report.

Assist the Governor in requests for Presidential disaster or emergency declarations.
Assist the federal government in the delivery of its assistance programs.
Establish and operate Disaster Application Centers as needed.
Administer state assistance programs.

Coordinate and promote emergency response training throughout the state.

Advise local governments in the development of exercise and training programs.

State departments and agencies. The Arkansas departments, agencies, commissions, and

offices having roles in emergency response also participate in prevention, preparedness,
mitigation, and recovery.

As provided in Arkansas Code Annotated § 12-75-116, each state agency has appointed an

Emergency Management Liaison Officer (EMLO). The EMLO is ADEM’s point of contact at
that agency.

In addition, certain agencies have taken responsibility for coordination of an Emergency

Support Function. Each of these has a point of contact (ESF POC) who may or may not be
the EMLO to ADEM. Many agencies appoint the same person to both positions. The

difference is that the area of expertise for the ESF POC is specifically ESF issues. The area
of expertise for the EMLO is typically anything to do with the agency.

Administration and Logistics. The County Judge, in coordination with the Baxter County
Office of Emergency Management, will facilitate resource support for countywide
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emergency operations. At both state and local levels, actions will be taken to establish
orderly files or directives and forms so that during a disaster this information will be readily
available. All county property and supplies will be adequately accounted for and protected.

Any purchases that must be made for disaster will be made through the County Judge’s
office and in accordance with the policies listed in ESF #7 – Resource Support.

Current Memoranda of Understanding and similar agreements that address administration
and logistics issues will be filed and readily available at all times.

County authorities will keep a record of manpower and equipment used to cope with a

disaster. Baxter County will use this record and the records of local city jurisdictions to

determine local city contributions in requesting state and Presidential disaster declaration.

Federal
When an incident occurs that exceeds local or state resources – or when an incident is

managed by Federal departments or agencies acting under their own authorities – the Federal
Government use the National Response Framework to involve all necessary department and
agency capabilities, organize the response and ensure coordination with response partners.

Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act. When it is clear that
State capabilities will be exceeded or exhausted, the Governor can request assistance under
the Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act (Stafford Act). The
Stafford Act authorizes the President to provide assistance to State and local governments,
certain private nonprofit organizations and individuals. Stafford Act assistance is aimed at
supporting response, recovery and mitigation efforts following Presidential emergency or
disaster declarations.
For events in which a Stafford Act declaration is expected, such as an approaching hurricane,
the Secretary of Homeland Security or the FEMA Administrator may designate one or more
Federal officials to coordinate with the SCO to determine resources and actions that will
likely be required, and begin deployment of assets.

A Presidential major disaster declaration puts into motion long-term Federal recovery

programs, some of which are matched by State programs, and designed to help disaster

victims, businesses and public entities. An emergency declaration is more limited in scope
and without the long-term Federal recovery programs of a major disaster declaration.
20

Generally, Federal assistance and funding are provided to meet a specific emergency need or
to help prevent a major disaster from occurring.

Requesting a Presidential Declaration. When State and local resources are insufficient, the
Governor may ask the President to declare a Federal disaster or emergency. Only the

Governor can initiate a request for a Presidential emergency or major disaster declaration.

Prior to and during catastrophic events, especially for those which occur without notice, the
Federal Government may take proactive measures to mobilize and deploy assets in

anticipation of a request from a State. Federal resources will arrive at a Federal mobilization
center or staging area. They will remain there until requested by local incident command
through state authorities, when they are integrated into the incident response effort.
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Response Actions
Four key actions typically occur in response to an emergency or disaster:
Gain and Maintain Situational Awareness
Situational awareness requires continuous monitoring of relevant sources of information
regarding actual incidents and developing hazards.

County Actions. The county will address the inherent challenges in establishing successful
information-sharing networks by:
•

•

•
•

Maintaining an intelligence fusion center – one central location that brings together law
enforcement, intelligence, and other agencies to evaluate available information and
intelligence.

Collaborating with regional, multi-state and Federal systems to encourage intelligence
and information sharing. The State will utilize standards for information sharing that
foster the ability of these systems to exchange data.

Reporting incident information using established mechanisms.

Threats and incidents with a potential or actual terrorist link will immediately be reported
to the FBI Little Rock Joint Terrorism Task Force.

Assess the Situation, Activate Resources and Capabilities
When an incident or potential incident occurs, responders assess the situation, identify and

prioritize requirements and activate available resources and capabilities to save lives, protect
property and meet basic human needs.

When planning for heightened threats or in anticipation of large-scale incidents, key
activities include anticipating needs and pre-positioning resources. Based on asset

availability, resources can be pre-positioned and response teams and other support resources
may be placed on alert or deployed to a staging area.
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County Actions. In the event of an incident requiring a coordinated response, ESF #5 –
Emergency Management will:
•

•

Identify staff for deployment to the Emergency Operations Center (EOC). The EOC has

standard procedures and call-down lists and will notify department and agency points of
contact.

Coordinate the deployment and activities of specialized response teams such as: search
and rescue teams, crime scene investigators, public works teams, hazardous materials
response teams, public health specialists or veterinarians.

Coordinate Response Actions
Specific tasks include:
•

Supporting local city jurisdictions by pre-positioning assets and managing other local

•

Implementing plans to ensure the effective management of the flow of volunteers and

•

•
•
•
•

level emergency functions.

goods into the affected area.

Coordinating initial actions which may include provision of: law enforcement, fire and

emergency medical services; emergency flood fighting; evacuations; rerouting of ground,
air, and/or water traffic; and emergency information for the public.

Coordinating requests from both affected and assisting stakeholders for additional
support.

Identifying and integrating resources and capabilities.

Coordinating communications between responders and coordinating public information –
which may include creating a Joint Information Center (JIC).
Request state assistance.

County Actions. The county will provide the vast majority of the external assistance to local
city jurisdictions. When an incident grows beyond the response capability of a local

jurisdiction and its available mutual aid, the local jurisdiction contacts the state. Upon

receiving a request for assistance from a local government which has declared a disaster, the
state begins to exercise its options to fill the request. Resources may come from state
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agencies, from local jurisdictions that have developed a particular capability, from volunteer
and other private entities, from FEMA R6 states through the IERSP, from all other U.S.

states and territories through EMAC, and from the federal government through its various
agencies and international contacts.

In addition to these actions, the Governor may elect to activate the Arkansas National

Guard. The Governor commands the state military forces (National Guard, when in State
Active Duty or Title 32 status) and can deploy these assets in response to an incident.

National Guard forces employed under State Active Duty or Title 32 status are providing

support to the Governor of the State and are not part of Federal military response efforts. The
Arkansas National Guard only deploys at the request or with the permission of the Governor.
When the National Guard is deployed in State Active Duty status, the Governor retains

command and control of forces inside the State. State Active Duty is based on State statute

and policy, and the State is responsible for all costs relating to the deployment. State activeduty missions are carried out by the Adjutant General (TAG) pursuant to a delegation of
authority from the Governor as Commander-in-Chief.

Title 32 Full-Time National Guard Duty refers to Federal training or other duty, other than

inactive duty, performed by a member of the National Guard. Title 32 is not subject to posse
comitatus restrictions which prohibit federal military personnel and units of the National

Guard under federal authority from acting in a law enforcement capacity within the United
States. Title 32 allows the Governor, with the approval of the President or the Secretary of
Defense, to order a Guard member to duty to:
•
•

•

Perform training and other operational activities.

Undertake activities for the military protection of the territory or domestic population of
the United States, or of the infrastructure or other assets of the United States determined
to be critical to national security, from a threat or aggression against the United States.
Conduct homeland defense activities that the Secretary of Defense determines to be

necessary and appropriate for participation by the National Guard units or members.

Under Title 32, the National Guard is under state control at federal expense in the service of
the federal government. Under Title 32, Governors answered the President’s request to
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deploy National Guard forces to the nation’s airports in the immediate aftermath of the
September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks.

In rare circumstances, the President may federalize National Guard forces for domestic duties
under Title 10. The President’s authority with regard to mobilizing and deploying federal
military Reserve components (e.g., the Army, Air Force, Navy, Marine Corps and Coast

Guard Title 10 Reserves) applies equally to the nation’s shared military component – the
National

Guard. In these cases, the forces are no longer under the command of the Governor. Instead,
the Department of Defense assumes full responsibility for all aspects of the deployment,
including command and control over National Guard forces.

When performed within the United States, Title 10 duty is subject to numerous legal

restrictions, including the Posse Comitatus Act (18 USC 1385) which prohibits federal

military personnel from acting in a domestic law enforcement capacity unless expressly

authorized by the Constitution or a separate Act of Congress. When employed at home or

abroad in Title 10 status, for all legal purposes, the forces become indistinguishable elements
of the federal military force. In Title 10 status National Guard soldiers were mobilized and

deployed to augment federal law enforcement agencies at the northern and southern borders
of the contiguous U.S. in late spring and summer of 2002. It took more than six (6) months
for the Department of Defense and the U.S. Border Patrol to work out a memorandum of

understanding for Title 10 National Guard augmentation at our borders. Time consuming
intra-agency and inter-agency negotiations and delays in approving Title 10 military
responses are the norm.

State-to-State Assistance. If additional resources are required, the State may request

assistance from other States by using the Emergency Management Assistance Compact

(EMAC). Administered by the National Emergency Management Association, EMAC is a

congressionally ratified organization that provides form and structure to the interstate mutual
aid and assistance process.

In 2010, the five states in FEMA R6- Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, Oklahoma, and New
Mexico – entered into the Interstate Emergency Response Support Plan (IERSP). The

member states will provide, through unified command, an immediate response and support
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capability to FEMA R6 states in a disaster or catastrophic event. The Plan will expedite the
provision of assistance among the States in FEMA R6 and provide better visibility and

acquisition of State resources within the region. Requests for and provision of assistance
under the IERSP will follow EMAC guidelines.

Requesting Federal Assistance. When an incident overwhelms Local and State resources
and available mutual aid resources, the Governor may request Federal assistance. In such

cases, the affected jurisdiction(s), the State and the Federal Government will collaborate to
provide the necessary assistance.
Demobilize

Demobilization is the orderly, safe and efficient return of a resource to its original location

and status. Demobilization should begin as soon as possible to facilitate accountability of the
resources and be fully coordinated with other incident management and response structures.
County Actions. At the local county level, demobilization planning and activities include:
•

Steps to ensure personnel safety.

•

Processes for tracking resources and ensuring applicable reimbursement.

•
•

Provisions to track and verify the safe return of resources to their original locations.
Compliance with mutual aid provisions.

Incident Management
This section explains how the county is organized to achieve its incident response objectives.
In December 2008 DHS released the revised NIMS, originally released in March 2004,
which provides a consistent nationwide incident management template to all levels of

government, the private sector and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). It enables these
stakeholders to work together to prevent, protect against, respond to, recover from, and
mitigate the effects of incidents, regardless of cause, size, location, or complexity.
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County Response: Structures and Staffing

Emergency Operations Center (EOC). The EOC in Baxter County is the physical location

where county coordination occurs.

The EOC is activated as necessary to support local EOCs. It is the central location from

which county activities are coordinated. Decision makers and personnel supporting core

functions report to the EOC as required by the characteristics of each event. The primary

function of the EOC is to ensure that on scene responders have the resources (i.e., personnel,
tools and equipment) they need.

During a disaster or emergency the EOC informs ADEM and acts as liaison between local
city and county personnel.

The EOC will host the JIC as appropriate. The location of any JIC will be contingent on the
features of the incident.

Requesting and Managing State Assistance. The county hosts state and FEMA liaisons –

which may be one person, an Incident Management Assistance Team (IMAT), and/or others
- in the EOC until response transitions to a JFO. EOC staff works with the liaisons to help

reach a common operating picture and mount an effective response. EOC staff is trained and
tasked with generating the necessary documents to request state and federal resources and

move them into affected areas as needed. The staff also coordinates communication between
local and federal response elements and helps track and demobilize federal assets.

County Coordinating Officer (CCO). The CCO plays a critical role in managing the county
response and recovery operations following Stafford Act declarations. The County Judge

appoints the CCO, and lines of authority flow from the County Judge to the CCO, following
the state’s policies and laws. The specific roles and responsibilities of the CCO include:
•

Serve as the primary representative of the County Judge to the Regional Response

•

Work with the State Coordinating Officer (SCO) to determine what the county requires,

•
•

Coordination Center (RRCC) and in the JFO.

and set priorities for employment of state resources provided to the county.
Ensure coordination of all resources obtained from outside the state.

Provide a link between the local city government and state government.
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•

Serve in the Unified Coordination Group in the JFO.

Emergency Support Functions (ESF). The EOC coordinates incident response support from
across local government by calling up, as needed, one or more of the 15 ESFs. During a
response, ESFs coordinate functional capabilities and resources provided by local

departments and agencies, along with certain private sector and nonprofit organizations.

They effectively bundle and funnel resources and capabilities to responders. Each function is
coordinated by a single agency, but will rely on several agencies that provide resources in

support of that functional area. The mission of each ESF is to provide the most effective and
efficient access to the resources held by local government regardless of which agency has
those capabilities.

The ESFs are the operational-level mechanism to provide assistance in fifteen functional
areas identified as necessary to effectively manage emergency and/or disaster.

Each ESF is composed of coordinating, primary, and support agencies. The coordinating

agency is the entity with management oversight for that particular ESF. The coordinator has
ongoing responsibilities throughout the preparedness, response, and recovery phases of

incident management. Primary agencies are named on the basis of authorities, resources and
capabilities for a particular function within an ESF. In the BCEMP the same agency is often

both coordinating and primary. Support agencies have specific resources and capabilities in a
given functional area enabling support of a primary agency.

Joint Field Office (JFO). The JFO is the primary incident management field structure.

The JFO is a temporary facility that provides a central location for the coordination of

Federal, State, and local governments; private sector businesses; and NGOs with primary

responsibility for response and short-term recovery. The JFO structure is organized, staffed,
and managed in a manner consistent with NIMS principles and is led by the Unified

Coordination Group. The JFO does not manage on-scene operations. It focuses on providing
support to on-scene efforts and to operations that extend beyond the incident site. The
physical location of such a coordination entity depends on the situation.
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State

Authorities and References
Arkansas Code Annotated §12-75-101 et al. including amendments by Act 408 of 1977, Act
891 of 1981, Act 629 of 1985, Act 687 of 1985, Act 1049 of 1993, Act 116 of 1995, etc.
Arkansas Code Annotated §12-76-101 et seq., Interstate Civil Defense and Disaster
Compact, 2001, Interstate Civil Defense and Disaster Compact

Arkansas Code Annotated §12-49-402. Emergency Management Assistance Compact
Local

County court orders

Local city ordinances
Regional

Interstate Emergency Response Support Plan (IERSP)

Federal

Federal Civil Defense Act of 1950, Public Law 81-920, as amended
Disaster Relief Act of 1970, Public Law 91-606, as amended

The Robert T. Stafford Act aka Disaster Relief Act of 1974, Public Law 93-288, as amended
44 Code of Federal Regulations

P.L. 95-224 Federal Grant and Cooperative Agreement Act of 1977.OMB Circular A-87
Cost Principles for State and Local Governments.

OMB Circular A-102 Uniform Administrative Requirements for grants and Cooperative
agreements with State and Local Government
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National Preparedness Goal, Department of Homeland Security, September 2011.
Homeland Security Presidential Directives as appropriate.
Presidential Policy Directives as appropriate.

The Congressional Charter of the American National Red Cross – United States Congress
Act of January 5, 1905, as amended.

Title VI of P.L. 109-295 (H.R. 5441), the Post-Katrina Emergency Management Reform Act
Other

of 2006

World Health Organization (WHO)

Baxter County Hazard Analysis
Risk Assessment of Hazards in Baxter County

Hazards:

Natural Hazards:
Floods

Flash Floods
Tornados

Technological Hazards:
Airplane Crash
Dam Failure

Mine Accident

Human Caused Hazards:
Biological Attack

Chemical Attack

Cyber Incident

Straight Line Winds

HAZ MAT Release

Explosives Attack

Ice Storms

Radiological Release

Sabotage

Winter Storms
Drought

Earthquake

Power Failure

Train Derailment

Landslide

Radiological Attack
School and
Workplace

Violence

Pandemic
Wildfire

Epidemic
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS
Acute Exposure:

An exposure, often intense, over a relatively short period of time.

Alpha Radiation:

The least penetrating type of nuclear radiation; not considered

Asphyxiation:

One of the six types of harm (see TRACEM) that can be encountered

dangerous unless alpha-contaminated particles enter the body.

at a terrorist incident. Asphyxiants interfere with oxygen flow during
normal breathing. There are two types of asphyxiants: simple and
chemical.

B-NICE:

The acronym for identifying the five categories of terrorist incidents:

Bacteria:

Single-celled organisms that multiply by cell division and can cause

Biological, Nuclear, Incendiary, Chemical, and Explosives.

disease in humans, plants, or animals. Examples include anthrax
cholera, plague, tularemia, and Q fever.

Beta Radiation:

A type of nuclear radiation that is more penetrating than alpha

radiation and can damage skin tissue and harm internal organs.
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Biological Agent:

Living organisms, or the materials derived from them, that cause
disease in, or harm to, humans, animals, or plants, or cause

deterioration of material. Biological agents may be found as liquid

droplets, aerosols, or dry powders. A biological agent can be adapted
and used as a terrorist weapon, such as anthrax, tularemia, cholera,

encephalitis, plague, ad botulism. There are three different types of
biological agents: bacteria, viruses, and toxins.
Biological Incident:

An event in which a biological agent is used as a terrorist weapon.

Blister Agent:

A chemical agent, also called a vesicant, which causes severe

blistering and burns to eyes, skin, and tissues of the respiratory tract.
Exposure is through liquid or vapor contact. Also referred to as
mustard agents; examples include mustard and lewisite.

Blood Agent:

A chemical agent that interferes with the ability of blood to transport

oxygen and causes asphyxiation. These substances injure a person by
interfering with cell respiration (the exchange of oxygen and carbon

dioxide between blood and tissues). Common examples are hydrogen
cyanide and cyanogens chloride.
Chemical Agent:

There are five classes of chemical agents, all of which produce

incapacitation, serious injury, or death: (1) nerve agents, (2) blister

agents, (3) blood agents, (4) choking agents, and (5) irritating agents.
A chemical substance used in military operations is intended to kill,
seriously injure, or incapacitate people through its physiological
effects.
Chemical Harm:

One of the six types of harm (see TRACEM) that can be encountered
at a terrorist incident. There are two broad types of chemical agents
that can cause harm: toxic and corrosive materials.
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Chemical Asphyxiant:

Referred to as blood poisons, these are compounds that interrupt the

flow of oxygen in the blood or the tissues in three ways: (1) They react

more readily than oxygen with the blood. Carbon monoxide is the best-

known example. (2) They liberate the hemoglobin from red blood cells,
resulting in a lack of transport of oxygen. Hydrazine is one such

asphyxiant. (3) They cause a malfunction in the oxygen-carrying ability
of the red blood cells. Benzene and toluene are two of these.
Choking Agent:

A chemical agent that causes physical injury to the lungs. In extreme
cases, membranes swell and lungs become filled with liquid, which

can result in asphyxiation resembling drowning. Death results from

lack of oxygen; hence, the victim is “choked.” Common examples are
chlorine and phosgene.
Chronic:
Consequence Management:

An exposure, often mild, over a long period of time.
As described in PDD-39, consequence management is the response

to the disaster, and focuses on alleviating damage, loss, hardship, or

suffering. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has
the lead in consequence management.

Corrosive Materials:

One type of chemical agent that can cause chemical harm at an

incident scene. They are liquids or solids causing visible destruction
or irreversible alterations in human skin tissue at the site of contact.

Crisis Management:

As described in PDD-39, crisis management is the law enforcement
response, and focuses on the criminal aspects of the incident. The
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) has the lead in crisis
management.
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Distance:

One of the three components of the time, distance, and shielding

(TDS) response; refers to the recommendation that one maintain

distance from a hazard is at all possible. Refer to the North American
Emergency Response Guide (NAERG) as an appropriate resource.
Emergency

An EOP is a document that (1) assigns

(EOP):

individuals for carrying out specific

Operations Plan

responsibility to organizations and

actions at projected times and places in an emergency that exceeds the
capability or routine responsibility of any one agency; (2) sets forth
lines of authority and organizational relationships, and shows how all
actions will be coordinated; (3) describes how people and property will
be protected in emergencies and disasters; (4) identifies personnel,
equipment, facilities, supplies, and other recourses available for use
during response and recovery operations; and (5) identifies steps to
address mitigation concerns during response and recovery activities.

Emergency
Support Functions
(ESF):

The Federal Response Plan (FRP) details 12
ESFs in place to coordinate operations
during Federal involvement in an incident:
transportation, communications, public works
and engineering, firefighting, information
and planning, mass care, resource support,
health and medical services, urban search
and rescue, hazardous materials, food, and
energy.

Etiological Harm:

One of the six types of harm (see TRACEM) that can be encountered
at a terrorist incident. Involves exposure to a living microorganism, or
its toxins, which causes, or may cause, human disease. Biological
agents are the most obvious examples of etiological agents.

Explosive:

As defined by the US Department of Transportation (DOT), “a
substance fitting into one of these two categories: (1) any substance or
article, including a device, designed to function by explosion; or (2)
any substance or article, including a device, which, by chemical
reaction within itself, can function in a similar manner even if not
designed to function by explosion.

Explosive Incident:

An event in which an explosive device is used as a terrorist weapon.

Federal Response

Developed to help expedite federal support
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Plan (FRP):

to disasters. Generally, the FRP is activated when the State’s
resources are not sufficient to cope with a disaster, and the governor
has requested federal assistance.

GEDAPER:

An acronym used to describe an incident analysis process. The steps
include (1) Gathering information, 2) Estimating course and harm, (3)
Determining strategic goals, (4) Assessing tactical options and
resources, (5) Planning and implementing actions, (6) Evaluating, and
(7) Reviewing.

Gamma Radiation:

Gamma rays are high-energy, ionizing radiation that travel at the speed
of light and have great penetrating power. They can cause skin burns,
severely injure internal organs, and have long-term, physiological
effects.

Incendiary Device:

Any mechanical, electrical, or chemical device used intentionally to
initiate combustion and start a fire.

Irritating Agent

A chemical agent, also known as a riot control agent or tear gas, which
causes respiratory distress and tearing designed to incapacitate.
Common examples include chloropicrin, MACE, tear gas, pepper
spray, and dibenzoxazepine.

Limited consequences:

Involve State and local capabilities.

Local EOP:

The local Emergency Operations Plan (EOP), or County Emergency

Operations Plan (C-EOP), focuses on essential measures for protecting
the public, to include warning, emergency public information,

evacuation, and shelter. A mechanism for emergency responders and

managers to notify and activate State resources should be included in a
local EOP.
Major consequences:

Exceed state and local capabilities, and require a federal response.

Mechanical Harm:

One of the six types of harm (see TRACEM) that can be encountered

at a terrorist incident. Causes trauma from contact with mechanical or
physical hazards. One form of mechanical injury can result from an
explosive device. Other types include routine slip, trip, and fall
hazards.
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NAERG:

The North American Emergency Response Guidebook.

Nerve Agent:

A substance that interferes with the central nervous system. Exposure
is primarily through contact with the liquid (skin and eyes) and

secondarily through inhalation of the vapor. Three distinct symptoms

associated with nerve agents are pinpoint pupils, an extreme headache,
and severe tightness in the chest. Examples of nerve agents are sarin,
Soman, tabun, and VX agent.
Nuclear Incident:

An event in which a nuclear agent is used as a terrorist weapon. There

are two fundamentally different threats in the area of nuclear terrorism:
(1) the use, or threatened use, of a nuclear bomb; and (2) the

detonation of a conventional explosive incorporating nuclear materials.
Nuclear Weapons:

Release of nuclear energy in an explosive manner as the result of
nuclear chain reactions involving fission and/or fusion of atomic
nuclei. (DOE)

Plan of Action:

A written document that consolidates all of the operational actions to

Presidential

Issued in June 1995, PDD-39, United States

39 (PDD-39):

number of measures to reduce the United State’s vulnerability to

Decision Directive

be taken by various personnel in order to stabilize the incident.

Policy on Counterterrorism, directed a

terrorism, to deter and respond to terrorist acts, and to strengthen

capabilities to prevent and manage the consequences of terrorist use of
nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons.
Radiological

Dispersal Devices

A conventional explosive incorporating nuclear materials.
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(RDD):
Radiation:

This is nuclear radiation, not radiation as a type of heat transfer. There
are three types of nuclear radiation: (1) alpha, (2) beta, and (3)

gamma. Radiation is the cause of one of the six types of harm (see
TRACEM) that can be encountered at a terrorist incident.
Robert T. Stafford

The Stafford Act authorizes the federal government to respond to

Emergency Assistance

save lives, and to protect public health, safety, and property.

Shielding:

One of the three components of TDS; refers to maintaining significant

Disaster Relief and

Act, Public Law 93-288:

disasters and emergencies in order to help state and local governments

physical barriers between you and the hazard. (Examples include
vehicles, buildings, walls, and PPE.)

Significant Threat:

Indicates the confirmed presence of an explosive device or WMD
capable of causing a significant destructive event, prior to actual
injury or property loss. (FBI)

Simple Asphyxiant:

Generally, an inert gas that displaces the oxygen necessary for

breathing, and dilutes the oxygen concentration below the level that is
useful for the human body.

Sizeup:

The rapid mental evaluation of the factors that influence an incident.

Stafford Act:

Robert T. Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act.

Sizeup is the first step in determining a course of action.
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State EOP:

The state’s Emergency Operations Plan (EOP), which the framework
within which local EOPs are created and through which the federal
government becomes involved. The state plays three roles: (1) it

assists local jurisdictions whose capabilities are overwhelmed by an
emergency; (2) it responds first to certain emergencies; and (3) it
works with the federal government when federal assistance is
necessary.
Strategic Goals:

Strategic goals are broad, general statements of intent.

Technical Operations:

Operations to identify, assess, dismantle, transfer, dispose, and

decontaminate personnel and property exposed to explosive ordnance
or NBC/WMD material.

Terrorist Incident:

A violent act, or an act dangerous to human life, in violation of the

criminal laws of the United States or of any state, to intimidate or

coerce a government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof,
in furtherance of political or social objectives. (FBI)
TRACEM:

The acronym used to identify the six types of harm one may encounter
at a terrorist incident: Thermal, Radioactive, Asphyxiation,
Chemical, Etiological, and Mechanical.

Terrorism:

“The unlawful use of force against persons or property to intimidate or
coerce a government, the civilian population, or any segment thereof,
in the furtherance of political or social objectives.” (FBI) This

definition includes three elements: (1) Terrorist activities are illegal

and involve the use of force. (2) The actions are intended to intimidate
or coerce. (3) The actions are committed in support of political or
social objectives.
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Terrorism Incident
Annex:

Thermal Harm:

The annex to the FRP that describes the federal concept of operations

to implement PDD-39 when necessary to respond to terrorist incidents
within the U.S.

One of the six types of harm (see TRACEM) that can be encountered
at a terrorist incident. Thermal harm is the result of exposure to the
extremes of heat and cold.

Time:

One of the three components of TDS; refers to the amount of time a

responder should be exposed to an incident. It is recommended that
one spend the shortest amount of time possible in the hazard area.

Time, Distance,

Three types of protective measures commonly associated with

Toxic Materials:

Types of chemicals that can cause chemical harm at an incident scene.

And Shielding (TDS):

hazardous materials training.

They produce harmful effects depending on the concentration of the

materials and the length of exposure to them. An individual can have
chronic or acute exposures to toxic materials.
Toxins:

Toxic substances of natural origin produced by an animal, plant, or

microbe. They differ from chemical substances in that they are not
manmade. Toxins nay include botulism, ricin, and mycotoxins.

Vesicants:

Chemical agents, also called blister agents, which cause severe burns
to eyes, skin, and tissues of the respiratory tract. Also referred to as
mustard agents, examples include mustard and lewisite.

Virus:

The simplest type of microorganisms, lacking a system for their own

metabolism. They depend on living cells to multiply and cannot live
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long outside of a host. Types of viruses are smallpox, Ebola, Marburg,
and Lassa fever.
Weapon of Mass
Destruction:

WMD are defined as (1) any destructive device as defined in 18

U.S.C., Section 2332a, which includes any explosive, incendiary, or

poison gas, bomb, grenade, rocket having a propellant charge of more
than four ounces, missile having an explosive or incendiary charge of
more than one quarter ounce, mine or device similar to the above; (2)
poison gas; (3) any weapon involving a disease organism; or (4) any

weapon that is designed to release radiation or radioactivity at a level
dangerous to human life.

ACRONYMS
ADEM:

Arkansas Department of Emergency Management

ASP:

Arkansas State Police

AHD:
ANG:
AT:

Arkansas Health Department
Arkansas National Guard

Antiterrorism

BT:

Bioterrorism

C/B:

Chemical/Biological

BW:

Biological Warfare

CBDCOM:

Chemical Biological Defense Command (US Army)

CBRRF:

Chemical Biological Rapid Response Force (Quick Response Force)

CBIRF:
CBT:

Chemical Biological Incident Response Force (US Marines)

Chemical, Biological Warfare
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CCMIS:
CEOC:
CIRG:
EPA:

Crisis Consequence Management Information System

County Emergency Operations Center

Critical Incident Response Group (FBI)

Environmental Protection Agency

OEM:

Office of Emergency Management

DEQ:

Department of Environmental Quality

DOC:

Department Operations Center

DOE:

Department of Energy

EOD:

Explosive Ordnance Disposal (bomb response)

EOP:

Emergency Operations Plan

DEST:
DMAT:
DOD:
DOMS:
EOC:

Domestic Emergency Support Team
Disaster Medical Assistance Team

Department of Defense

Directorate of Military Support

Emergency Operations Center

ESF:

Emergency Support Function

FCO:

Federal Coordinating Officer

FBI:

FEMA:

Federal Bureau of Investigation
Federal Emergency Management Agency

FRA:

First Responder Awareness (HazMat)

FROD:

First Responder Operational-Decon

FRO:

First Responder Operational (HazMat)

FRP:

Federal Response Plan

HMRU:

Hazardous Material Response Unit (FBI)

HAZMAT:

Hazardous Materials

ICS:

Incident Command System

IED:

Improvised Explosive Device

IRV:

Incident Response Vehicle

IDD:
IRT:
JIC:

Improvised Dispersal Device

International radical terrorist
Joint Information Center
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JOC:

Joint Operations Center

LEPC:

Local Emergency Planning Committee

MAC:

Medical Alert Center

LFA:

MSCA:
NAAK:

Lead Federal Agency

Military Support to Civil Authorities

Nerve Agent Antidote Kit (Mark-I Autoinjector)

NBC:

Nuclear, Biological, Chemical

NMRT:

National Medical Response Team (for WMD)

NDMS:

OPSEC:
OSC:
PPE:

National Disaster Medical System
Operational security

On Scene Commander

Personal Protective Equipment

PIO:

Public Information Officer

SCBA:

Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus

RDD:

SERC:

Radiological dispersal device

State Emergency Response Commission

SO:

Sheriff’s Office

WMD:

Weapons of Mass Destruction

SOP:

Standard Operating Procedure
GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ACRONYMS 2

Absorbed Dose - The energy imparted to matter by ionizing radiation per unit mass of irradiated
material at the place of interest. The unit of absorbed dose is the radiation absorbed dose (rad) (see
Rad; Dose).
Activity - The rate of decay of radioactive material, expressed average number of nuclear
disintegrations per second (see Curie).
ADEM - Arkansas Department of Emergency Management
AIt. - Alternate
Annex - A section of the Emergency Operations Plan, which outlines the operations of a particular
emergency function or service.
ANWC - Alternate National Warning Center
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ARM - Aerial Radiological Monitoring
ASP - Arkansas state Police
BP - Basic Plan
Bulk Repository - A central storage facility for radiological instruments within a local community.
Burn. - Burners
Calibration - A procedure, utilizing radioactive sources, for establishing the accuracy of radiological
instruments.
CC Spaces - Congregate Care Spaces
Citizens Band (CB) - Two-way radio restricted to low power capability and operated on the low
frequency transmission band.
Civil Preparedness Guide (CPG) Publications of the Federal Emergency Management Agency,
which describe civil defense programs and provide guidance to State and local civil preparedness
director/ coordinators for developing programs within their communities.
COG - Continuity of Government
Community Shelter Plan (CSP) - A plan for sheltering the population within the community (shelterin-place).
Contamination (Radioactive) - Radioactive material (fallout) deposited on he surface of structures,
areas, objects, or persons following a nuclear explosion.
Controlled Area - An area where entry, activities, and exit are controlled to assure radiation
protection and prevent the spread of contamination.
Coord. - Coordinator
Countermeasures - Protective actions to reduce the effects of nuclear detonations upon the
population.
Crises Relocation - Movement of people on the threat of a nuclear attack to an area less threatened
by the direct weapons effects.
CRP - Crisis Relocation Plan
Curie - The basic measuring unit used radioactivity in a sample of material. One curie is equal to 37
billion disintegrations per second.
DAC - Disaster Applications Center
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Decontamination - The reduction or removal of contaminating radioactive material from a structure,
area, object, or person.
Decontamination (Radioactive) - The removal (or covering) of radioactive contamination from a
structure, area, object or a person.
Detector- A material or device that is sensitive to radiation and can produce a response signal
suitable for measurement or analysis. A radiation detection instrument.
DHS - Department of Human Services
Director/Coordinator - The individual who has the responsibility for a local civil defense or
emergency preparedness program.
Disaster Analysis - A review and determination of damages suffered by a community from a nuclear
attack.
Dose - A general term for denoting the quantity of radiation or energy absorbed. If unqualified, it
refers to absorbed dose. For special purposes it must be approximately qualified. If used to

represent exposure expressed in roentgens (R), it is a measure of the total amount of ionization that
the quantity of radiation could produce in air (see Absorbed Dose).

Dose Rate - The absorbed dose delivered per unit time. It is usually expressed as rads per hour, or in
multiples or submultiples of this unit, such as millirads per hour. The dose rate is commonly used to
indicate the level of hazard from a radioactive source. (See Rad; Dose)
Dosimeter - An instrument used for measuring and registering total accumulated exposure to
radiation.
Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) - Energy in the medium-to-low frequency range, radiated by a nuclear
detonation that may affect or damage electrical or electronic components and equipment.
EMA - Emergency Management Assistance
Emergency Broadcast System (EBS) - A network of AM and FM radio and T'V stations linked to
State or local EOC's that would remain on the air during an emergency to provide emergency
information to public.
Emergency Operating Center (EOC) - A protected site from which civil government officials can
exercise direction and control of operations in an emergency.
Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) - A documented procedure which describes the local concept of
emergency operations, assigns responsibilities for emergency response, and outlines emergency
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operating procedures. It normally contains a Basic Plan of general responsibility applicability,
several annexes for more specific operations of services or functions, and attachments, tabs, and
SOP's (Standard Operating Procedures) for more detailed operations.
Emergency Workers - Individuals who are responsible for lifesaving or recovery operations.
EMT - Emergency Medical Technician
EPI - Emergency Public Information
EPM- Emergency Program Manager
EPZ - Emergency Planning Zone
ESS - Emergency Support Services
Essential Industries - The industries that are necessary to provide critical goods and services which
would enable the community to survive and recover from a nuclear attack.
Expedient Shelters - See Public Shelter
Exposure - A quantity used to indicate the amount of ionization in air produced by x- or gamma
radiation. The unit is the roentgen (R) .For practical purposes; one roentgen is comparable to 1 rad
or 1 rem for x- or gamma radiation.
Exposure_ (Radiation) - The total or accumulated quantity of radiation that an individual
experiences, usually expressed in roentgens.
Exposure Control (Radiation) - Procedures taken to minimize the radiation exposures of individuals
or groups commensurate with the accomplishment of essential survival activities.
Exposure Rate (Radiation) - The amount of radiation to which individual is exposed per unit of time,
usually expressed in roentgens per hour.
FEMA – Federal Emergency Management Agency
Fac. No. – Facility Number
Fallout (Radioactive) - Airborne particles containing radioactive material which settle to the surface
of the earth following a nuclear explosion; also, the deposition on the surface of the earth of
radioactive substances resulting from a nuclear explosion. Early fallout, also called local fallout, is
that fallout which settles to the surface of the earth during the first 24 hours after a nuclear
explosion; delayed fallout, also called worldwide fallout, is that fallout which settles to the surface
of the earth at some time later than the first 24 hours after a nuclear explosion. Early fallout
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produces most of the fallout radiation.
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) -The Federal responsible for the licensing of radio
users and control nation's airwaves for radio broadcast.
FNS - Federal Nutrition Service
Hot spots - An area on a contaminated surface radiation is greater than neighboring areas.
Hwys. - Highways
IEMS - Integrated Emergency Management System
Ion - Atomic particle, atom, or chemical radical bearing an electrical charge, either negative or
positive.
Ionization - The separation of normally electrically neutral atoms or molecules into electrically
charged components. The term is also employed to describe the degree or extent to which this
separation occurs. Ionization is the removal of an electron (a negative charge) from an atom or
molecule, either directly or indirectly, leaving a positively charged ion. The separated electron and
ion are referred to as an ion pair.
Ionizing Radiation - Electromagnetic radiation (X-ray and gamma-ray photons) or particulate
radiation (electrons, positrons, protons, and heavy particles) capable of producing ions by direct or
processes.
IRR - Increased Readiness Report
Irradiation - Exposure to ionizing radiation MCI - Mass Casualty Incident
Monitoring - Periodic or continuous determination of the amount of ionizing radiation or radioactive
contamination present for purposes of health protection. Also referred to as “surveying.”
National Warning System (NAWAS) - The federal portion of the civil defense warning system used
to disseminate warning and other emergency information from the National Warning Center or
Regions to warning points in each state.
Nuclear Attack - Warfare against this country involving the use of nuclear weapons.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) - The federal agency responsible for the safety of nuclear
power facilities and regulation of the possession, use, and disposal of radioactive materials.
Formerly a part of the Atomic Energy Commission.
NUDET - Nuclear Detonation
NWC - National Warning Center
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OEM - Office of Emergency Management
OPSIT - Operational Situation Report
OS - "On-site" Storage of Radiological Monitoring operational Sets
PF - Protection Factor
PF Cat - Protection Factor Category. A designation of the relative protection from fallout radiation
provided by a facility. There are four official categories as follows: PF Cat X - protection factor of 1
to 9; PF Cat 0 -protection factor of 10 to 19; PF Cat 1 - protection factor of 20 to 39; PF Cat 2-3 protection factor of 40 to 99, and PF Cat 4- protection factor of 100 or better.
Phases - The various times and operations based on the envisioned environment of a nuclear attack.
Normal Phase (MITIGATION) - The pre-emergency time frame when there is no abnormal
world tension and normal peacetime day-to-day operations are possible. During this period,
plans for emergency operations should be developed.
Increased Readiness Phase or Surge Phase (PREPAREDNESS) The
pre-attack time frame when world tensions are high and crisis preparations for protection of
the population and government are undertaken. During this period, civil defense systems are
upgraded from the minimum level of operational readiness toward the total preparedness
level required by the jurisdiction.
Emergency Phase (RESPONSE) - The attack phase when nuclear attack is imminent or is
occurring. It begins with an attack warning and lasts until radiation levels have decreased
sufficiently to allow performance of urgent short-term unprotected operations and initiation
of post-attack recovery actions.
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Recovery Phase (RECOVERY) - The post-attack time frame when operations are conducted to return
the community as nearly as possible to the pre-emergency level. It begins when radiation levels have
decreased and unprotected operations are possible and lasts until recovery is complete and the
community has returned to near normal operations.
PIO - Public Information Officer
PL - Public Law
Protection Factor (PF) - A theoretical value that defines the ratio of the exposure rate from fallout gamma
radiation to be expected in a protected location compared to the exposure rate expected with the same amount
of radiation in a completely unprotected idealized location. PF values result from calculations that take into
account building design, the types of building materials, and the locations of the areas within the building. PF
values should only be used for planning purposes.
PPP - Population Protection Planning
Public Shelter - Facilities which have been surveyed and meet minimum requirements for protecting occupants
from fallout radiation.
Expedient Shelter (or Improvised Shelter) - Facilities which are constructed in an Increased Readiness
Period to provide fallout and blast protection.
Upgraded Shelters - Facilities which have additional mass such as earth or bricks added to increase their
fallout protection.
R - Roentgen (a unit of gamma (or x-ray) exposure)
RACES - Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service. An amateur radio resource licensed by the Federal
Communications Commission to remain on the air during a national emergency in support of civil defense
operations. When organized locally, it provides high frequency communications capable of operating over long
distances without the use of repeaters or wire line controlled equipment.
Rad - Radiation absorbed dose. A (rad) is the unit of absorbed dose.
The rad is a measure of the energy imparted to matter by ionizing particles per unit mass of irradiated material
at the place of interest. A rad is approximately equal to the absorbed dose in tissue when the exposure in air is
one roentgen (R) of medium-voltage x-radiation.
RADEF Communications - The communications required within a jurisdiction to link local reporting stations,
shelters, and emergency services workers to the local EOC and on to State EOC's for weapons effects reporting
and self-protection operations.
RADEF Program - The means by which RADEF Systems are developed, implemented, exercised, and
maintained. It provides the plans, trained personnel, facilities, and instruments combined into a complete
operational RADEF system.
RADEF Support System - An emergency response capability or group of emergency response capabilities with
a common mission. The RADEF Support System should function in an organized manner in an emergency to
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provide responsible authorities with information on the radiation environment so they can make decisions and
initiate actions that will minimize the effects of the radiation hazard. It does this by 1) detection, measurement,
evaluation, and assessment of the radiation hazard, 2) selective reporting of radiological information to higher
authorities, 3) providing guidance on exposure control of personnel and (4) recommending application of
appropriate countermeasures.
Radiation (Nuclear) - High-speed particles and electromagnetic radiation spontaneously emitted from the
nucleus of unstable (radioactive) atoms.
Alpha Particle - A charged particle of relatively large mass emitted spontaneously from the nuclei of
certain radioactive atoms. It can penetrate only the epidermal layer of skin. It is primarily only an
internal radiation hazard.
Beta Particle - A charged particle of very small mass emitted spontaneously from the nuclei of certain
radioactive atoms. It can penetrate the skin and may cause severe skin and tissue damage. It is both an
internal and external hazard.
Gamma Ray - Electromagnetic radiation of high energy originating in atomic nuclei and accompanying
many nuclear reactions. It is identical with an x-ray of high energy. It can penetrate dense materials. It
is a serious external hazard.
Radioactive Decay - The decrease with the passage of time of time in the amount of radiation being
emitted by radioactive material.
Radioactivity - The spontaneous emission of radiation, generally alpha or beta particles often accompanied by
gamma rays, from the nucleus of an unstable atom. As a result of this emission, the radioactive atom is
converted, or decays, into an atom of a different element that might or might not be radioactive. Ultimately, as
a result of one or more stages of radioactive decay, a stable, nonradioactive atom is formed.
Radiological Analyst - A person trained to prepare monitored radiological data in analyzed form for use in the
area served as well as by other levels of government to which reports of such data are sent. He or she will also
evaluate the radiation decay patterns as a basis for estimates of future exposure rates and radiation exposures
associated with emergency operations.
Radiological Defense (RADEF) - A program including plans, procedures, and systems to monitor,
report, and evaluate the radiological hazard resulting from a nuclear attack. It supports preventive and remedial
measures to minimize the effect of n radiation on people and resources.
Radiological Defense Officer (RDO) - The principal technical advisor within the Emergency Operating Center
on matters pertaining to RADEF
Radiological Monitor (RM) - An individual trained to measure, record, and report radiation exposure and
exposure rates, and provide limited field guidance on radiation hazards associated with his assigned operations.
Radiological Monitoring (RAMONT) - The process of utilizing radiological instruments to determine radiation
exposure and exposure rates.
Aerial Radiological Monitoring (ARM) The utilization of aircraft and radiological instruments to
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acquire radiation exposure rate data on large areas and at or between locations of special interest.
Self-Protection Radiological Monitoring - Monitoring by emergency workers and personnel of essential
facilities industries who must conduct emergency operations under fallout conditions.
Shelter Radiological Monitoring - Monitoring in public shelters to detect, measure, and assess the
radiation hazard fallout.
Mobile Radiological Monitoring - Monitoring operations conducted on foot or by vehicles in areas
where specialized knowledge of the fallout situation is required.
Radiological Monitoring Instruments - Special instruments designed to detect and measure radiation exposure
rates or accumulated exposure.
Radiological Officer (RO) - A person who has been trained to assume the responsibility for policy
recommendations for the radiological protection of a state, county, locality, facility, or a relatively large group
of organized personnel.
RRT - Radiological Response Team
Rem (Roentgen Equivalent Man) - A special unit of radiation dose equivalent. The dose equivalent in rems is
numerically equal to the absorbed dose multiplied by the quality factor (Q), the distribution factor, and any
necessary modifying factors.
Reporting Area - A geographic area of a State or County designated for submission of radiological fallout or
NUDET reports.
Shelter Manager - An individual responsible for the operation of a public fallout shelter in an emergency.
Shipping Package or warning label - Label affixed to a package of hazardous material to identify the package
contents. Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations establish the design and

use requirements for these labels.

Shipping Paper, or shipping documents - Forms containing a description of the materials being transported
which must accompany all packages of radioactive material.
Soil Reg - Soil requirements
Standing Operating Procedure (SOP) - A detailed plan emergency operational procedures for a facility or
activity.
Survey Instrument - A portable instrument used for detecting and measuring radiation under varied physical
conditions. The term covers a wide range of devices.
Svcs. - Services
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Upgrad. Spaces - Upgradeable Spaces
Vehicle Warning Placard - A sign displayed on the outside of a carrier of hazardous material indicating the
nature of the cargo. The design and use of placards is specified by the Department of Transportation (DOT)
regulations.
Vital Facilities - Facilities at fixed locations, which are essential to the conduct of emergency operations,
national security, or national recovery.
Radiation Reporting station - Formerly (SER), Fallout Monitoring or Fixed Monitoring Station. A facility with
fallout protection, reliable communications, instruments and trained monitors that is
designated for the collection and reporting of weapons effects and radiological data to the EOC. Formerly
RADEF Monitoring and reporting Network. A network of stations strategically located throughout the
jurisdiction to provide the local EOC RADEF operation or Disaster Analysis section with data on weapons
effects damage fallout radiation.
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Emergency Support Function #1:

1. Transportation

Baxter County Road and Bridge Department
AR Highway and Transportation Department
City Jurisdiction Street Departments
Mountain Home, Cotter and Norfork School Districts
Local Churches
Mountain Home Charter Bus Company
Baxter Regional Ambulance Service
AirEvac
Civil Air Patrol



Coordinate resources needed to restore and maintain transportation routes necessary to protect lives and
property
Provide information regarding road closures, infrastructure damage, route clearance, and restoration

Resource examples: sand, buses for evacuation, refrigerated trucks, air transportation, barricades,
transport signs, etc.
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Emergency Support Function #2:

2. Communications

Baxter County Office of Emergency Management
Baxter County 911
Baxter County ARES/RACES




Coordinate with telecommunications companies
Restoration/repair of telecommunications infrastructure
Coordinate communications support to all governmental, quasi-governmental , and volunteer agencies as
required

Resource examples: Radios, SAT phones, batteries, cell on wheels (COW), etc.
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Emergency Support Function #3:

3. Public Works and Engineering

Baxter County Building and Maintenance Department
City Jurisdiction Public Works Departments
Black Hills Energy/Gas






Provide structural inspections, emergency repairs, and demolition
Conduct emergency repairs of water and wastewater treatment facilities
Distribute emergency potable water
Provide debris removal off of roads
Provide emergency power support to predetermined facilities requiring State response

Resource examples: generators, sand bags, bulldozers, cranes, excavator, etc.
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Emergency Support Function #4:

4. Firefighting

Baxter County Office of Emergency Management
Baxter County Fire Departments (19)
Arkansas Forestry Department




Coordinate with ESF 1 in clearing debris to support fire and rescue activities
Provide firefighting assistance on Federal lands
Provide resource support to rural and urban firefighting operations

Resource examples: brush trucks, pumpers, ladder truck, firefighters, etc.
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Emergency Support Function #5:

5. Emergency Management

Baxter County Office of Emergency Management
Arkansas Department of Emergency Management




Coordinate incident management efforts
Issue mission assignments
Fill out ARFs,

Resource examples: water buffalo, prisoner labor, personnel, IMAP teams, geological information,

National Guard, etc.
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Emergency Support Function #6:

6. Mass Care, Housing, and Human Services
American Red Cross
Salvation Army
Arkansas Department of Human Services
Baxter County Coroner’s Office





Coordinate functions of mass care, emergency assistance, short -term housing, and human services
Coordinate donations and volunteer management, crisis counseling, mental health services, individual
assistance programs
Collect and provide information on victims to family members and assists with family reunification

Resource examples: blankets, bottled water, cots, MREs, shelter interpreters, mental health, etc.
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Emergency Support Function #7:

7. Resource Support

Baxter County Office of Emergency Management
Baxter County Judges Office



Provide support for procurement and allocation of commodities and services, leasing of buildings and facilities,
and facilities management
Contract services to maintain water, electrical, sanitation, and other utilities

Resource examples: fuel, ice, bottled water, generators, toilets
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Emergency Support Function #8:

8. Health and Medical

Baxter County Health Unit
Baxter Regional Medical Center
Local Physician Offices
Local Nursing Homes







Monitor health of general public and special high risk populations
Coordinate medical care personnel, equipment and supplies
Coordinate patient evacuations
Assess potable water, wastewater disposal issues
Coordinate mass fatality management

Resource Examples: Medical personnel, blood, human remains identification, sanitation,

immunizations, hospital beds
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Emergency Support Function #9:

9. Search and Rescue

Baxter County Sheriff’s Department
Fire Department Personnel
Volunteers
Arkansas Game and Fish
U S Forestry




Coordinate activities directed towards and requiring the utilization of trained personnel to extricate persons
trapped in damaged buildings, vehicles, woodlands and waterways; and to provide emergency medical
treatment of such persons
Coordinate activities associated with the discovery of an individual or individuals lost or reported lost
Provide equipment and vehicles for use in remote areas

Resource Examples: SAR teams, swift water rescue, dive teams
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Emergency Support Function #10:

10.Oil and Hazardous Materials

Mountain Home Fire Department HAZ/MAT Team
Little Rock HAZ MAT Team


etc.

Contain, identify, cleanup, remove, dispose of, or minimize releases of or prevent, mitigate or minimize the
threat of potential releases of oil or hazardous substances

Resource Examples: HazMat teams, environmental testing, decontamination team, air monitoring,
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Emergency Support Function #11:

11.Agriculture and Natural Resources
Baxter County Extension Office
Baxter County Animal Control Office
Local Veterinarians
Humane Society






Responsible for household pet evacuations; provide support for the transportation, care, immunization, and
quarantine of household pets
Provide coordination of animal owner identification, tracking, reunification, and social support
Quarantine, slaughter, disposal, cleaning and disinfecting, epidemiology, vector control and transportation
permits systems for disease infested plants/animals

Protect, conserve, recover, and restore Natural and Cultural Resources and Historic Properties

Resource Examples: pet cages, pet food, veterinarians, trailers, pet shelters, animal support teams
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Emergency Support Function #12:

12.Energy
Entergy
NAEC (North Arkansas Electric Coop)




Provide information regarding efforts to restore utility service including the repair of any damaged utility
systems and components
Issue any orders necessary to enable the restoration of utility service

Resource Examples: utility personnel, outage information, etc.
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Emergency Support Function #13:

13.Public Safety and Security
Baxter County Sheriff’s Department
City Jurisdiction Police Departments
Arkansas State Police
Arkansas Game and Fish
Arkansas Forestry
Arkansas State Park Rangers
U S Army Corp of Engineers
Baxter County Constables
National Guard (upon Governors orders)




Coordinate assistance of law enforcement, security personnel and other resources for traffic management,
security, property protection, and other law enforcement missions
Coordinate resources and provide support to federal agencies in response to terrorist incidents as required

Resource Examples: law enforcement officers, security, traffic control, police escort, etc.
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Emergency Support Function #14:

14.Long Term Community Recovery and Mitigation
Baxter County Office of Emergency Management
Baxter County Judges Office
NWAEDD





Review damage surveys and disaster/emergency declarations from County Judges to determine if the State may
offer disaster assistance
Generate required documents that allow state and federal involvement through the disaster declaration process
Administer State Individual Assistance in the form of temporary housing assistance

Resource Examples: Long term housing
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Emergency Support Function #15:

15.External Affairs
Baxter County Judges Office
Local Media





Establish an area for the media to gather
Assist other ESF #15 agencies in working through the JIS to work toward the dissemination of public information
Responsible for opening a Joint Information Center

Resource Examples: media support, press releases,
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